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In linguistics, a communicative act, fulfilling the 
principles of textuality.

In literary theory, text is the object studied, be it 
a novel, poem, film, advertisement or anything else 
with a linguistic component. This broad use is 
inspired by semiotics and cultural studies of the 
1980s.

In information processing, text refers to 
character data. 



Text Encoding 
Text encoding is the process of transcribing 
a text in digital form. 

It is sometimes confused with character 
encoding, which is the act of assigning 
characters to the individual items observed 
in the stream of text. 

Text encoding comprises character 
encoding, but goes beyond that, since it is 
also concerned with re-creating the 
structure of a text in electronic form. 
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The term markup derives from the annotations 
or symbols editors would use in traditional 
publishing to convey to the printers 
information about how the text should be 
printed: Size and weight of characters, position 
on the page, size of margins etc.

The notion of markup has been generalized by 
some theorists of markup to include certain 
aspects of written communications, for example 
page layout, typography and punctuation.

Markup of digital text is usually classified in 
different categories according to the way it is 
used: presentational, procedural, descriptive. 
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Presentational markup arranges the text in the 
electronic text in the same way as it is intended 
to appear on the page, using space characters, 
line-feed characters etc. 

This can be send to a output device (a printer or 
screen) without further processing. 
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Procedural markup inserts special codes 
into the electronic text to produce the 
desired effect in the output. 

A special software program, called a 
‘formatter’ is used to interpret these 
special codes and produce an intermediate 
version of the electronic text that is then 
send to the output device.



troff formatting codes



Formatted result
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Descriptive Markup

Instead of inserting the desired formatting 
codes directly, descriptive markup inserts 
information into the text that describes or 
identifies features of a text. 

This introduces an additional layer of 
abstraction, and information about how to 
render these features can be held 
separately. 

A formatter then uses both the descriptive 
markup and the formatting information 
together to produce the desired result. 
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Descriptive Markup (ctnd.)

Instead of specifying the desired result 
directly, as above, we might for example observe 
that there is a title of a book mentioned in the 
text and mark it as <title>. 

We then specify that we want to have our titles 
rendered with an italic font for printing. 

On a screen however, we might find that we 
would prefer to render it with a color rather 
than italic, to improve legibility. 

the information contained in the descriptive 
markup can be used for many additional 
purposes, for example to provide a list of books 
mentioned, a topical index etc. 
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SGML
Since the 1960s, efforts have been made to 
standardize and formalize methods of 
descriptive markup. 

the project headed by Charles Goldfarb at 
IBM to develop a Generalized Markup 
Language proved to be most successful and 
was further developed with international 
standards organizations to the SGML, (ISO 
8879). 

SGML a metalanguage (or 'grammar' to be 
more precise) than a markup language, it 
allows to say things like what characters 
are used to distinguish the content of a 
text from the added information about the 
text.
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SGML (2)
SGML is used to define markup languages for 
specific purposes, these are then called 
applications of SGML. 

Such an application is constructed by 
developing a specification for a class of 
documents that lines out what elements can be 
used and at what place in the document. 

This specification, which is called DTD 
(Document Type Definition) can then be used to 
check a given document against the 
specification and thus quickly find out if the 
document conforms to the specification. 

The software used for this purpose is called a 
parser and the process of checking the 
document validation.



Hypertext Markup
Language

Developed as an application of SGML in 1990

Hypertext system for researchers

contained 20 tags

latest version: HTML 4.0 (1997)



HTML Structure

more

http://htmlhelp.com/reference/html40/
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